
INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Print out your Artburst Robin Ring Template and cut out

your rectangular ring strip (or draw an 8cm by 1.5cm rectangle on

paper/thin card).

Step 2: Wrap your rectangular ring strip around your middle finger

until you have a comfortable fit then carefully take the strip off

your finger, keeping the ring shape. Glue the end to secure in

place - you might need some help with this bit!

Step 3: Now it's time to colour your Robin Template with red and

brown felt tips. Colour in both sides and don't forget to give it a

red tummy and lots of brown feathers!

Step 4: Once it's all coloured in carefully cut out your robin

outline, making sure you don't cut along the straight edge. Join in

the middle and fold down the centre.

Step 5: Now unfold and lay out your robin, with the coloured side

facing down. Apply glue onto both sides in the centre of your robin

and stick your ring onto the inside, gently sandwiching in-between

the sides of the robin. Make sure the bird's beak is facing you!

Step 6: To finish off, stick both beaks together. Now you have your

very own pecking Robin Ring!
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Top Tip:

You can create your own robin by folding some paper in half, drawing a semi circle with a

diameter of 8cm, which is roughly the same diameter size as a roll of tape. This is your robin

size! Draw one side of your robin free hand, flatten out your semi circle to produce a circle

and draw the mirror image of your robin. Don't worry if it's not exactly the same, this will add

character to your bird!


